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GERAH3) MANLEY HOPKINS (1044-1889) Englishman, 

Oxford scholar. Catholic convert, and Jesuit priest 

has acquired a fame in recent years not accorded to 

him daring his lifetime. This facie is well deserved, 

although it is almost a century tardy, for it is in 

recognition of his masterful poetry which was not 

published for more than twenty-five years after the 

poet's death* Through the efforts of his life-long 

friend, poet Robert Bridges, the public was intro

duced gradually to his sprang rhythms and to the 

other striking poetic and linguistic Innovations 

(notably ’inscape*, Unstress*, counter-point, and 

onomatopoetios) which by this date have influenced a 

whole world of modern poets*

This paper will endeavor to defend the thesis 

that in Hopkins, nature and supernature, poet and 

priest, aesthetleism and asceticism are fused so com

pletely and in such a way that the one concept of 

Christianity which emerges, and which is most repre

sentative of his attitudes and attributes, is the 

doctrine of the Mystical Body. A study of Hopkins' 

techniques is not the purpose of this paper. The 

means which Hopkins perfected to communicate to us a 

poetry of exquisite worth will not be analyzed exten

sively. Therefore techniques will be defined and dis

cussed only insofar as it is necessary and consistent 

to do so in conjunction with the central concern of
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this paper: The Concept of the Mystical BoSy in the 

poetry of Gerard Manley Hopkins.



THE CONCEPT 

Ipse, the only one, Christ, King, Head. 1

I

The Mystical Body of Christ and the mystery of 

the Incarnation are intimately related; they are in 

fact one, for the Mystical Body of Christ is identi

fied with the Church which is said to have sprung from 

the side of the crucified Christ on Calvary. Christ's 

Mystical Body is the continuation of the life that 

died on Calvary, The continuity of the living Christ 

remained unbroken. By the death of Christ the Church 

is born which is to carry on the work of redemption. 

Christ died to save all men, and only by the merits of 

Christ can men be saved. All men are potentially mem

bers of His Mystical Body

The life of God Himself in Christ, or 
the Incarnation, and the life of Christ 
communicated to souls, or the Mystical 
Body, the totality of Christ: these two 
things seem to be but one, the second 
being no more than the fulfillment of 
the first. 2

1 Gerard Manley Hopkins, "The Wreck of the 
Deutschland” , Poems of. (Eew York: Oxford 
University Press, 194&), 3rd ed. by V« H. 
Gardner, stanza 28, p. 64. All further 
references to the poems of Hopkins will be 
from this edition.

2 Smile Mersch, The Theology of the Mystical 
Body. (St. Louis: B. Herder Book Co., 1951), 
p7T98.
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The mystery of the Mystical Body is the supernatural

unity of mankind and of creation in the God-man* Path er

Mersch tells us that the best definition is

that which exhibits it as a unity, 
for life is a unity, 3ut the unity 
has to be supernatural: the super
natural unity of all creation, and 
more particularly, since men are in 
question, the unity of mankind in the 
God-man* This definition is suggested 
by the most vivid and solemn scrip
tural passages that refer to the Mys
tical Body, especially the climactic 
prayer of Jesus Christ, repeated over 
and over again during His last hours:
' that they may be one.* 1

This prayer quoted in full below is recorded for us in

St* John’s gospel,

. . .  that all may be one, even as thou,
Father,in me and I in thee; that they 
also may be one in us, that the world 
may believe that thou hast sent me.
And the glory that thou hast given me,
I have given to them, that they may be 
one, even as we are one: I in them and 
thou in me; that they may be perfected 
in unity, and that the world may know 
that thou hast sent me, and that thou 
hast loved than even as thou has loved 
me. (John, xvii, 21-26)

So it is that Christ makes us all one among our

selves by making us one with God.

. . .  He is all in all; . . .  He, and He 
alone, regarded in this totality, im
parts to Christianity its whole essence 
uniqueness, and completeness as a 
religion, as the union of man with God.
. . .  Is not the whole of Christianity 
God's gift, and is not the whole of God's 
gift summed up in Christ? 2

1 ibid. .  p. 51

2 .ibid. , p. 54
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In Christ, Godhead and manhood are intimately 

united. Through the instrumentality of his human 

nature, our Lord exercised on earth the triple role 

of Teacher, King, and Priest. It was through the body 

which He assumed from the wosnb of the Virgin Mary that 

He was able to make His teaching. His power, and His 

sanctification visible to men. Bishop Sheen in hia 

explanation of the Mystical Body, tells us that the 

plan of the Incarnation was based upon "the communi

cation of the Bivine through the human, the invisible 

through the visible, and the eternal through the 

temporal." 1

Material things are made channels for the spiri

tual in the sacramental universe which rests upon the 

foundation of "Word made flesh1*. Just as mankind was 

ransomed by the passion, crucifixion, and death of 

Christ*s physical body, Christ's Mystical Body is the 

extension of His historical earthly presence in the 

world, carrying on the work of redemption. "Through 

one of us, the Yford has taken up His abode in all of 

us, and this Saint Cyril of Alexander declared is the 

great mystery." 2 It is Christ who possesses the ex

tension and it is Christ who affects the supernatural

1 Fulton J . Sheen, The Mystical Body of Christ , 
(Hew York: Sheed & Ward, I'S'SB'), p.

2 Mersch, oo. cit. . p. 197.



unity which is His Mystical Body —  the whole Christ, 

and the completion as it were of His Incarnation,

Since Christ's Personality was not 
limited to a human nature, it was in 
a certain sense a symbol of the human 
race; it was possible for Christ to 
incorporate under His Divine Person- 
ality all the human beings that would 
ever be. This potentiality becomes 
an actuality in the Church or the 
Mystical Body which is the 'filling 
up* of the possibility of the Incar
nation. 1

Whether the supernatural union of Christ and re

generated humanity is referred to as Kingdom according 

to the descriptions in the synoptic gospels, as Mystery 

spoken of by St. Paul, or as Life —  the Life which 

Christ received from the Father and which He passes on 

to us —  recorded by St. John, ^ the concept is essen

tially the same. Whether the union is symbolized sub 

"vine and branches" or as "body and members", the impor

tant idea is the unity, the oneness In Christ as He was 

one with the Pather.

As pointed out by John L . Murphy In his book en

titled The Living Christ, "the use of the terra Body of

Christ in reference to the Church is actually somewhat

3
poetic." But it does describe reality and that which 

it describes and which it intends to stress really exists.

4

1 Sheen, op. cit. .  p. 29.

2 ibid. .  p. 47.

3 .John L . Murphy, The Living Christ. (Milwaukee: 
The Bruce Publishing Company, 191)2), p. 17.



The term itself is a figure of speech, but "the reality 

that St. Paul saw, and which he wanted to bring into 

clearer light, was the ’intimate onion between Christ 

and the members of His Church.* Union, oneness; these 

are the words to remember." 1

The concept of Mystical Body, then, fchen hereafter 

referred to, will mean the unity of all creation in 

Christ and more particularly the unity of all men as 

members of one body.

5

1 ibid. .  p. 17.



THE PROSPECT 

His mystery must be instressed, stressed. ^

II

It is the purpose of this paper to shoa? in what

ever way possible the profound effects which this truth

—  oneness in Christ — produced in the poetry of Ger

ard Manley Hopkins, of whom Dr. Pick, one of the most 

renowned of the Hopkins scholars, has this to say:

...while interest in Hopkins the 
technician has been disproportion
ately great, so many have been the 
misconceptions and misunderstandings 
of his spiritual life that a study of 
his religious thought and develop
ment, the very inspiration and sub
stance of his poetry "as of his l ife , 
is" essential' to "an understanding 'of' 
this poet who was priest as well. 8

Even the poet's friend and life-long correspondent 

Robert Bridges, who never quite understood Hopkins* reli 

glous fervour and could not accept as genuine his emo

tions, wrote:

Yet love of Christ will win man's 
love at last. 3

In this respect, W. H. Gardner in the introduction to

the third edition of Hopkins* poems tells us that "if

1 "The Wreck of the Deutschland", staaza 5 , p .57.

2 John Pick, Gerard Manley Hopkins.Priest and 
Poet. (London: Oxford University Press, 1U42),
p T T

3 Robert Bridges, "Prefatory Sonnet", Hopkins* 
Poems. p. 4.



as a poet he strove, as Bridges said, for an ’unattain

able perfection of language1, as a nan he desired what 

was perhaps for him an unattainable perfection of 

sanctity." 1

The obscurity of so many of the central themes in 

Hopkins* poetry is due not to any insincerity or lack 

of balance on the part of the poet but rather to the 

reader’s inexperience with Catholic thought and feeling. 

At first reading, such magnificent examples of Hopkins’ 

art as The t.reck of the Deutschland. God’s Grandeur.

The Windhover. and Hurrahing in Harvest leave anyone 

breathless and shaken. Careful study and patience is 

required — "if we want to penetrate the hurtle of shin

ing and resounding words to the very heart of the man, 

to the ’still centre' of his transcendental meaning, to 

the ’uncreated light' which he sought, glimsed, and (I
p

believe) eventually found.”

In his chapter of the Kenyon Critics' Gerard Man

ley Hopkins. Herbert Marshall McLuhan asks the question,

. . .  if Catholic doctrine made Hopkins a 
major poet, why aren’t there more like 
him? All I think, that need be said of 
this peculiarly Catholic pitfall is 
that some knowledge (the more the better) 
of Catholic doctrines and Scotist philo
sophy is needed far the full elucidation, 
though not for the immediate enjoyment, 
of Hopkins. Such knowledge, however,

7

1 W. H. Gardner, "Introduction to the Third Edition" 
Hopkins’ Poems, p. xxii.

2 ibid. . p. xxvi.



will never reveal hie poetic ex
cellence. 1

Although it ia certainly true that a knowledge of 

Catholic doctrines alone will not reveal the poetic ex

cellence ascribed to Hopkins, it is also true that any

one, who confines his acquaintance with the poet to the 

externals of his diction and style, will soon tire of a 

presentation so unique. Philosophy and technique, im

pression and expression, are intimately related in Hop

kins' work. The genius which manifests itself in Hopkins 

remains mere idiosyncracy if the close integration be

tween his expression and his thoughts and sensations is 

not realized. Harris Downey, writing in The Commonweal 

says this of Hopkins* compact poetics:

. . .  not superficial or forced like 
a thin coat of bright paint that 
only obscures the beauty of the 
natural wood: Hopkins* alliteration 
is in the grain.

Hopkins * intellect and emotion are 
passionate. The reader experiences 
the sensation and the explanation 
simultaneously. It is that quality 
which gives his poetry motion. He 
does not paint a picture and philo
sophize upon it . The stimulus and 
the effect are coincident. 2

Only time and study can educate man to understand and

appreciate the poems of Gerard Manlpy Hopkins, who,

1 Herbert Marshall McLuhan, "The Analogical 
Mirrors", Gerard Manley Hopkins By the 
Kenyon Critics. tNorfolk: New directions.
T z t k r T fr v r r

2 Harris Downey, "A Pioneer of Poetry’*, 
Commonweal. Vol. 19, April 13, 1934, p. 667.
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"partly because of his 'advanced* style, partly because 

of his cron scruplesf" 1 was not printed in his own tine.

Mr* Downey also explains briefly that the peculiar

manner which is characteristic of Hopkins should not be

a stumbling block nor should It be thought to indicate

an obscurity which is impenetrable.

. . .  the obscurity of Hopkins is no 
tour de force. It Is the natural 
communication of a man who wrenched 
himself from the traditional rhythm, 
style, and diction. Hopkins sought a 
new mode of expression, and he perfected 
that mode, but only time could educate 
man to understanding and appreciation.

l/hat makes Hopkins a peculiar poet 
is what makes him a great poet: one 
could tabulate the characteristics of 
his poems and say that those qualities 
could be applied to his contemporaries.
That is true; however his individual 
genre arises not from the use of par
ticular poetic properties but from the 
manner in which he uses them. 2

This paper is a record of an embryonic study of 

the poet whose innovations have by this time (less than 

forty years after the first publication of his poems in 

1918} wrought profound influence on any number of modern 

English and American poets. His striking alliterations 

have been copied, copied constantly, but only a very few 

poets have learned to create poetry that hits at the 

essential elements which were his special trademarks.

1 Austin Warren, "Gerard Manley Hopkins {1844- 
1889}” , Kenyon Critics. p. 10.

2. Downey, op. cit. ,  p. 668.



These essential elements, which set off the poetry 

of Father Hopkins from that of his own age and place it 

in a category with the best of all ages, are connected 

inseparably with his religious beliefs as a Jesuit priest* 

It was with this idea in mind that the scope and aim of 

the paper was decided upon. The burden therefore of this 

paper and the plan from which the following remarks are 

to be extended is Hopkins* expression of the theological 

concept of the Mystical Body as it has been briefly ex

plained above. This theme will include Hopkins* ideas 

of the social implications of his life and work as a 

priest and as a poet. It will attempt to justify the 

contention that Hopkins' poetic excellence and his singu

larly striking mode of poetic experience are intimately 

related to his Christ-centered existence, "drawn to the 

Life that died; . . .  his Lovescape crucified.” ^

The union of all men in Christ is certainly the 

pivotal point of his whole life and of his whole poetic 

creation. The "immortal diamond" flashes ever more 

brilliantly with each passing year of study.

The critic McLuhan states that "familiarity with 

Hopkins soon reveals that each of his poems includes all 

the rest: such is the close-knit character of his sensi

bility. A relatively small number of themes and images --

10

1 "The Wreck*, stanza 23, p. 63.



such Is the Intensity of his perception —  permits him

1
an infinitely varied orchestration*"

Because of the profundity of Hopkins* themes and 

images, it is not difficult to understand that an "In

finitely varied orchestration" is possible to such an 

artistic soul and hand as he possessed* It is only 

natural to find that the greatest portion of the poetry 

of Gerard Hopkins is centered in find directed toward the

Divine, just as his life itself is so dedicated: "Thee

2
God, I come from, to thee go ,"* Indeed his whole 

raison d'etre was to go through the world to Christ as 

Christ had come from the heavens to man.

The concept of the Mystic 1  Body could be considered 

of paramount importance in the philosophy which shapes 

the substance of the priest-poet*s art. Perhaps it is a 

violation of that "sharply focussed . . .  stereoscopic gaze 

at the work itself" 3 which Dr. McLuhan recommends, to 

consider such an aspect of his Inspiration in any detail, 

but it seems inconsistent to subscribe to the theory that 

in Hopkins stimulus and effect are coincident, that por

trait and philosophy are one, and then analytically 

divide the one from the other for purposes of study. Un

til the philosophy expressed is understood at least gener

ally, the words are mere jumbles of jabberviock and al

though his poetry is pleasant sounding and his word choice

1 McLuhan, op. cit*. p. 26.

2 "Thee, God, I come from, to thee g o ,", p. 167.

3 McLuhan, ag. cit. . p. 17.

11



and ward combinations often inventive and fascinating.

wordc alone, devoid of communication-value soon pale

and fail to impress, This has been the common fate of

all the welter of modern poetry written in slavish

imitction of Hopkins*

It was with little real understand
ing of his sprang rhythms or of his 
syntactical audacities that others 
wore his garments* . . .  It has taken 
a long time for people to see that 
for Hopkins his religious vocation 
was an intensification and not a 
denial of life , and that his poetry 
was always an attempt to 'Give beauty 
back . . .  back to God, beauty's self 
and beauty's giver.' 1

The greatest praise man can give is to re-enact the 

Incarnation and Redemption, to be Christ. This, the cen

tral motive of his life and art, is a summary of his 

ideals for both:

the world, man, should after its own 
manner give God being in return for 
that being he has given* This is 
done by the great sacrifice* To con
tribute then to that sacrifice is the 
end for which man was made* 2

A sacramental view of nature which sees all things 

as avenues to the Supreme Being and an ability to find in 

the many the One, are the attributes by which Hopkins 

created poetry which is a combination of sensitivity to

1 John Pick, "Introduction", Immortal Diamond: 
Studies in Gerard Manley Hopkins. edxVed by
Korman '.feyand, 3 .J . ,  iliew 'fork: Sheed & Ward, 
1949), p. 2C£iV-23CV.

2 Hopkins, from his unpublished ms., quoted by 
John Pick, Priest and Poet, p. 50.



created beauty c$Tid intellectual and moral direction* 

Hopkins realized the far reaching implications of the 

Incarnation: "I think the trivialness of life is , and 

personally to each one ought to be seen to be, done 

away with by the Incarnation." 1 In Bishop Sheen*s terms 

vze might epit:omise Hopkins’ work as "the communication 

of the Divine through the human, the invisible through 

the visible, and the eternal through the temporal," and 

call our Victorian Jesuit, Poet of the Mystical Body.

13

1 Hopkins, Further Letters, ouoted in Pick. Priest
& Poet, p* 44.' 1



ALTER CHEISTUS

I am you see, in'Christ's Company. * 1

Ill

The Decision

The only date in the life of Gerard Manley Hopkins 

which Dr* Pick regards as of any great significance is 

September, 1868, the great dividing point of his life .

\ On the one aide is the unformed 
youth, on the other is the Jesuit 
priest. On the one side is his 
early verse, on the other is his 
great poetry. In September, 1868, 
when Hopkins at the age of twenty- 
four entered the Jesuit novitiate, 
the entire direction of his life 
was changed* 2

Hopkins* decision to become a Catholic was not made with

out intelligent study, prayer and meditation by a young 

man who had cane to a realization, by God's grace, of the 

indlspensability of the sacraments for spiritual growth.

The complete picture of his odyssey to God cannot 

of course be completely reported by anyone and only a 

sketch can be drawn in this paper. The years of his con

version to the Catholic religion and his vocation to the 

Society of Jesus, the years of his quiet study and accep

ts Gerard Manley Hopkins, Poems and Prose of. selected 
with introduction and note's by H. ‘Gardner, 
(iMelbourne: Unwin Brothers Ltd., 1963) p. 178. 
Postscript in a letter to E. W. Dixon.

2 Pick, Priest & Poet, p. 1.



tance of the ideals of the Society as a novice, the 

years of his preparation for the priesthood as a philo

sopher, teacher and theologian can only be referred to 

in line v»ith the thesis of this paper for the light they 

shed upon his concept of the Mystical Body* Hopkins did 

not rash his decisions, bat according to Beaman's advice 

suffered himself "to be led on by the Grace of God step 

by step." 1 And each step brought him closer *to hero of 

Calvary, Christ’s feet — " 2

Hopkins was received into the Catholic Church in 

October of the year 1866, by Cardinal Newman to whoa 

there is a letter dated August 28, 1866 some six weeks 

after the conversion which "when it came was all in a
•X.

minute". The letter reads in part:

I do not want to be helped to any 
conclusions of belief, for I am 
thankful to say my mind is made 
up . . .  4

Eewman was the sign if not the cause of Hopkins’ conver

sion. After his reception, Hopkins went on to take a 

double first in "Greats" in the spring of 1867. It was

1 Llartin C. Carroll, S .J . ,  ’’Gerard Manley Hopkins 
and the Society of Jesus" Immortal Diamond, p .12.

2 "The Wreck", stanza 8 t p. 58.

3 Hopkins, Farther Letters, quoted by John Pick, 
Priest S: Poet, p. 19.

4 Hopkins, Poems and Pro3e. p. 163.



during this interval while he was busy healing the 

breach with his family caused by his conversion to Borne 

and reading hard for Greats, that Hopkins tried to de

termine whether he had a vocation for the priesthood, a 

consideration which became uppermost in his mind soon 

after he become a Catholic, In September, 1667, he went 

to Birmingham as a Master at the Oratory school conducted 

by Newman. Still uncertain of his future, Hopkins decided 

to make a retreat at Easter time, 1868.

But the uncertainty I am in about the 
future is so very unpleasant and so 
breaks my powers of applying to any
thing that I am resolved to end it, 
which I shall do by going into a re
treat at Easter at the latest and 
deciding whether I have a vocation to 
the priesthood. 1

There seems to be some disagreement concerning the 

place of this retreat. John Pick tells us that "that re

treat was made at the Benedictine Monastery which Hopkins 

had visited three years before —  with Father Raynal who

was the first Catholic priest Hopkins had ever know; and

2
now he resolved to take orders." But Martin C. Carroll, 

S.J.,writes: "Finally there were the Jesuits* It was to 

their house at Hoehampton that he retired on April 27,

16

1 Hopkins, Letters, quoted by Pick, Priest & Poet.
p. 22.

2 Pick, Priest & Poet, p. 22.



1868, to make a retreat in which he hoped to find the 

definite answers to all three questions which confronted 

him” 1 [priest? religious? religious order or congregation?J. 

It seems unlikely that there could have been two retreats.

On May 2nd, Hopkins notes: "This day I think I re

solved. . . .  Home, after hearing decided to be a priest and

religious but still doubtful between St. Benedict and St.
2

Ignatius” . Before a week had elapsed however, Hopkins 

had made application for admission to the Society of 

Jesus and in answer to the word he had sent to Hewman of 

his decision, he had received this reply: " . . . i t  will
n

bring you to heaven."

"He advanced in wisdom, age and grace, not through 

pitiless violence and discipline, which is foreign to the 

Society of Jesus, but through prayerful understanding of 

the vocation which he had been called to lollow." 4

v

The Dedication

Hopkins knew well what would be demanded of him if
» 4

he should dedicate his life to God even before his entrance 

into the Jesuit novitiate. In a letter to his friend, A.

W. H* Baillie he writes: "I want to write still and as a

17

1 Carroll, 0£. c it ., p. 13.

2 Hopkins, "Journal" ,  quoted by Carroll, p. 13.

3 John Henry Cardinal Newman, "Letter to Hopkins” , 
in Pick Priest & Poet, p. 23.

4 Carroll, oj>. cit. .  p. 15.
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priest I very likely can do that too, not so freely as 

I shd. have liked, e .g . nothing or little in the verse 

way, bat no doabt what would best serve the cause of my 

religion." 1 This letter was written February 12, 1868. 

In a letter dated December 1, 1881 to the same man, 

Hopkins tells us:

When a man has given himself to God's 
service, when he has denied himself, 
when he has denied himself and followed 
Christ, he has fitted himself to re
ceive and does receive from God a 
special guidance, a more particular pro
vidence. This guidance is conveyed 
partly by the action of other men, as 
his appointed superiors, and partly by 
direct lights and inspirations. If I 
wait for such guidance, through whatever 
channel conveyed, about anything, about 
my poetry for instance, I do more wisely 
in every way than if I try to serve my 
own seeming interests in the matter.
How if you value what I write, if I do 
myself, Grach more does our Lord. And 
if he chooses to avail himself of what 
I leave at his disposal, he can do so 
with a felicity and with a success which 
I could never command. And if he does 
not, then two things follow; one that 
the regard I nevertheless receive from 
him will be all the greater; the other 
that then I shall know how much a thing 
contrary to his will and even to my own 
best interests I should have done if I 
had taken things into ray own hands and 
forced on publication. . . .  Individual 
fame St. Ignatius looked on as the most 
dangerous and dazzling of all attractions.
. . .  there is a time for everything, there

1 Hopkins, Poems and Prose, p. 167.



is nothing that does not some; day 
come to be, it may be that the time 
will come for my verses, 1

This rather lengthy extract from one of Hopkins’ 

personal letters is quoted here because it summarises 

in the poet's own words, his attitudes and ideas on the 

controversy between asceticism and aestheticism. In 

Hopkins there is essentially no conflict between the two. 

His whole direction of being was cast toward perfecting 

himself as priest and religious in the Society of Jesus, 

It is the eternal question of art and prudence resolved 

by a man conscious that his existence was in Christ, his 

ultimate goal — Christ. Bo artistic attraction (and 

the lure of beauty was strong to such a sensitive soul 

as Hopkins possessed) could cause him to deviate from 

his path as priest of God. It was only after the poet- 

Hopkins learned to use nature sacramentally as compatible 

with his purpose, only after he learned to employ beauty 

to raise him to Beauty, that the priest-Hopkins consented 

to turn again to the creation of poetry. It should be 

noted that the letter, above quoted, was written five 

years after the composition of ?he Wreck of the Deutsch

land. This poem, as Hobert Bridges says, is " ’logically 

as well as chronologically' the first of Gerard Manley 

Hopkins* poems. It was the first poem of his maturity.

19

1 ib id ., p. 192*193



ana the labour spent on it served to fix his style.” 1 

Hopkins has discovered the link between the 

natural and the supernatural as is evident in the follow

ing lines, and he is on his way toward making his poetry 

compatible to his priesthood*

I kiss ray hand 
To the stars, lovely-asunder 

Starlight, wafting him out of it* 2

I walk, I lift up* I lift up heart, eyes, 
Down all that glory in the heavens to 

glean our Saviour; 3

In many of his later poems this sacramental view of na

ture Is developed; in It the poet and the priest reach 

through the things of sense to hidden beauties. The 

sacramental view enabled him to cancel the lines he wrote 

In 1866; lines which indicate s ome tendency to denounce 

physical creation:

Be shelled, eyes, with double dark 
And find the uncreated light, 4

In 1870, Hopkins, a young novice wrote: "I do not think I

have ever seen anything more beautiful than the bluebell

I have been looking at . . .  I know the beauty of our Lord

by It . Its inscape is mixed of strength and grace." 5

From an almost Manichean bent, then, Hopkins has

arrived at a realisation of the unity of mankind and of
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1 Francis By an, "*The *?reck of the Deutschland’ An 
Introduction and a Paraphrase" . The Dublin Heview. 
(London: Burns & Oates, 1948), p. i2‘4Y '

2 "The Wreck", stanza 5, p. 57*

3 "Hurrahing in Harvest", p. 74.

4 "The Habit of Perfection", p. 46.

5 Hopkins, Poems and Prose, p. 122.



creation in the God-man. Now looking upon nature and 

all the beauties of the world as reflections of God's 

beauty, Eopkins can affirm with Duns Scotus, the scholas

tic philosopher in whom he found a justification for 

his own analysis of beauty, the truth that natural 

splendor is only the anticipation of and participation 

in the supernatural• "Scotus taught Hopkins how ’mortal 

beauty* may become for him supernatural, ’God's better 

beauty, grace*.” *

Since, tho* he is under the world's 
splendor and wonder,

Eis mystery must be instressed, 
stressed;

For I greet him the days I meet him, and bless 
when I understand. 2

"God's nature, though a mystery, can and must 'come 

to stress* in us, be impressed upon our being, through 

an 'illumination' or an act of faith ;” according to W, E. 

Gardner's explanation of Hopkins* meaning, ”it must then 

be dwelt upon, actualized and kept at stress by our own 

readiness to respond to furthergrace; moreover the truth

3
of all this must be stressed, emphasized.”

Certainly the curtailment of his poetic inspira

tion was inBignificaifct in the mind of one sueh as Hopkins
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1 Pick, Priest & Poet, p. 36.

2 ”!Che ./reck” , stanza 5 , p. 57.

3 .Gardner, "Editor's notes’*, Poems and Prose, 
p. 217.



who conceived ol the enormity of the Incarnation. He

inscribes a meditation on this subject in a letter to

E. H. Coleridge:

. . .  incredible condescension of the 
Incarnation (the greatness of which 
no saint can have ever hoped to real
ize) that oar Lord submitted not only 
to the pains of life , the fasting, 
scourging, crucifixion, etc ., or the 
insults, as the mocking, blindfolding 
spitting etc., but also to the mean 
and trivial accidents of humanity. It 
leads one naturally to rhetorical anti
thesis to think for instance that after 
making the world he shd. consent to be 
taught carpentering, and being the 
eternal Season, to be catechised in the 
theology of the Babbins. 1

Thus we see that Hopkins* chosen vocation was to 

the priesthood, to make of himself another Christ. "He 

was vividly alert to the summons of sanctity. He felt, 

one may safely assume, as Leon Bloy felt, that ’There is 

only one tragedy in life , not to become a sa in t '." 2 

Working as he was toward an eternal goal, the temporal 

rewards which fame as a poet could offer him were only 

chaff.

Poetry after all, was not his life- 
calling. Gerard Manley Hopkins had 
not sought place in the ranks of the 
Society of Jesus to become a poet.
That he knew might well have been 
accomplished more effectively (though 
it is doubtful if so characteristically)

1 Hopkins, Poems and Prose, p. 162.

2 Chester A. Barns, S .J . ,  "Gerard Ilanley Hopkins, 
Poet of Ascetic and Aesthetic Conflict" Immortal 
Diamond, p. 185.
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in the world from which he emerged.
He had embraced the religious life 
for a transparent twofold reason: to 
assure, as far as was humanly possible, 
through working for God's greater 
glory, his own soul's salvation and 
sanctification and to help others to
wards the same. Poet as he was, he 
was no vacuous dreamer where deepest 
realities were concerned. Hever did 
he waver in his firm Jesuit conviction 
that it is beyond all question prefer
able to become a saint than to become 
a poet; and where the two ideas are com
patible, again preferable to become more 
of a saint than more of a poet." 1

Ah! there was a heart right!
!£here was single eye.* 2

His Master Christ, he took as the essential criterion 

of a genuinely successful career. Desiring God's greater 

glory, Hopkins understood that what might be loss to poetry 

would be gain to the Mystical Body of iihich he was an or

gan. He knew only too well that the world is in the main 

more nobly enriched by a good man's life than by any pro

duct whatever of his head or heart.

"Christ was at once his spur and his check, ilhen

Christ nodded ‘Yes' to Gerard the poet, said Gerard was

off with his impetuous rush of scurrying words to heights

of poetic achievement*" 3

But how shall I . . .  make me room there:
Reach me a . . .  Fancy, come faster —

1 ibid ., p. 186.

2 Cf. 'ilhen the eye is single, thy whole body is 
fall of light, (Luke, x i , 34).

3 Burns, 0£. oit.» p. 183.



Strike you the sight of it? look at it 
loom there,

Thing that she . . .  there then.' the 
Master,

Ipse. the only one, Christ, King, Head: 1 

”When Christ said ’Ho*, Gerard, perhaps regret

fully but still unquestionably, gave poetry his simple

O
gesture of negation.”

What do then? how meet beauty? Merely 
meet it;own,

Home at heart, heaven's sweet gift; then 
leave, let that alone.

Yea, wish that though, wish all, God's 
better beauty, grace. 3

To him who so well understood "God's better beauty,

grace* and that beauty, which is ”a billion times told

lovliernt("Lovescape crucified” ), to him whose aim in Life

was to make of himself the alter Christas. this humble

and disciplined denial of self was a glorious share in the

redemption. Lacking time to pursue his poetic promptings

or refusing to give them place for fear of neglecting his

first calling, Hopkins insisted upon ”duty before beauty",5

as an instinctive ideal* God’s glory his chief coneern,

union with Christ his whole life , this Victorian Jesuit

poet did not hesitate to share in the sacrifice . . . ”the

6
end for which man was made.”
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5 Bums, 0£. c it ., p. 183,

6 Supra, p. 12.



(And here the faithful waver, the faithless 
fable and. nisei. 1

Gerard Manley Hopkins, priest and poet, valued sanctity

before success. Conceivably he might have written a

greater bulk of poetry, he might even have written poetry

of more flawless perfection* V/ho knows? The question

cannot be answered and it is not worth dispute. His

poetry as it stands could hardly be more to God's glory.

And —

thou Orion of light;
Shy unchancelling poising palms were weighing 

the worth, 2

"This is the story of Christ and it is the story of

Gerard Manley Hopkins: She Polly of the Cross*" 3

As shepherd of souls, Hopkins exhorted every man

to become another Christ, an alter Christtis. The theme

recurs constantly in his poems, in his sermons, in his

letters* This he conceives as the purpose of man:

.•To praise, honour and serve God, 
thus fulfilling Gou*s deuire in bring
ing him into being, and by so doing 
to save his soul, thus fulfilling his 
own desire, the desire of everything 
that has being. He was created to 
give God glory and by so doing to win 
himself glory* 4
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2 JLbid., stanza 21, p. 62.

3 Pick, Priest & Poet, p. 72.

4 Hopkins, "Comments on the Spiritual Exercises of 
St. Ignatius Loyola", Poems and groae, p. 145



Realizing thet his poetry failed to impress the 

popular mind and that to the public eye it was quite 

obscure, Hopkins supplemented his poetry with sermons 

and prose explanations of many of his dominant themes.

At one time a theme may appear first in sermon form and 

later as a poem, while again another time the opposite 

may be true. Indeed at times apparently sermon text and 

poetry were prepared at once. The interaction between 

his sermons and his poems was obviously very deep. In 

reference to a poem of 1888, ghat Mature is a Heraclitesn 

Fire and of the Comfort of the Resurrection, Hopkins in

formed Bridges:

I will go to bed now, the more so as
I am going to preach tomorrow and put 
plainly to a Highland congregation of 
MacDonalds, Macintoshes, MacKillops, 
and the rest what I am putting not at 
all so plainly to the rest of the world, 
or rather to you and Canon Dixon, in a 
sonnet in sprung rhythm with two codas. 1

Such was the integration of preacher and priest and poet 

attained by Gerard Manley Hopkins. In the words of John 

Pick: "His poems had been moulded and shaped by his per

sonal experience of the Spiritual Exercises, while in his 

sermons he had sought more directly to mould the souls of 

his penitents to the same ideal of service to God." 2 All 

were expressions of the same man and of the same effort.
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Hopkins had "one fetch in him: he reared himself 

to divine ears" that his most vital activity should be 

the salvation of souls, his own and those of his people 

according to his calling as priest and alter Christas,
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BELIGIOOS POET

. . .  it strikes like lightnings to hear him sing — 1
To Christ oar Lord 2

For as in one body we have many 
members, but all the members have 
not the same office: so we being 
many are one body in Christ, and. 
everyone members one of another: 
having different gifts according 
to the grace that is given us*

(Rom. x ii, 4-6}

The awareness of a living bond with all one’s fellow- 

men finds its most stupendous actuation in the Mystical 

Body. For the priest there is the added realization that 

he is another Christ, who carries on in time the eternal 

work of the redemption* This point having been discussed 

in part I I I ,  let us consider now the role of poet In re

lation to the unity of all things in Christ. To Gerard 

Hopkins, the Christ life was the only life and this unity of 

purpose in him naturally affected the content of his 

poetry.

Prank Sheed says, in the introduction to 
his anthology, Poetry and Life, something 
to this effect: that the poet is the seer 
whose function is to penetrate to the truth 
of things, and the sy/er who communicates 
the truth of things in a precise, vivid, 
kindling way touching more than the Intellect 
and unique to poetry. This is putting the 
poet’s role simply but exactly.

The poet, like everyone else, though he

1 "Spring” , p. 71.

2 "The Windhover", p. 73



sees more of them, sees things in terms 
of his own philosophy of life, ./hat his 
senses introduce into his mind he re
ceives, understands, and interprets accord
ing to the explanation of reality, the 
view of nan, the hierarchy of values to 
which he subscribes. His own presupposi
tions, his ona faith, his own master ideas 
are a filter of what he observes. 1

Gerard Manley Hopkins, major poet and anticipator 

of the age of art in which we live today, is accurately 

described as the truly great religious poet of the concept 

of the Mystical Body* Although it is a theological con

cept, the Mystical Body embraces Hopkins* "philosophy of 

life ", his explanation of reality, his view of man, and 

the hierarchy of values to which he subscribes. Placed 

under the headship of Christ, everything else from the 

tiniest violet to the humblest of men takes on a splendid, 

glorious worth, invp other way attainable nor perceivable. 

This poetry, product of the mind and heart of Hopkins is 

the counterpart of his integrated vision. His greatness 

finds its soiree of truth in the wholly inspirational doc

trine of the Mystical Body of Christ —  the eternal re

incarnation, redeeming all mankind.

. . .  he shines forth as one of the great 
religious poets of all time* Indeed he 
can teach the world what is meant by the 
very term religious poet, for he is one 
of those few exceptional spirits who com
bine the characteristics demanded by that

1 John S* Kennedy, "The Poet and His Philosophy” , 
Spirit A ma&agine of poetry. March 1947, p. 21.



concept. In Hopkins will be found the 
unity of the poet and the seer, a unity 
vihich in the history of poetry is al
ways needed and is always rare. 1

The terra religious poet then, need not have any

connotation of "lesser artist” when it is ascribed to

Gerard Hopkins. The poetry which resulted from this

fusion of Ideal and real, poet and philosopher in him

is of a matchless quality.

In Hopkins are met the social implications of a

complete Christian humanist and the artistic implications

of one attempting to make poetry once more a living and

vital expression of the genius of the English language.

This latter point will be discussed more fully in chapter
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As a working definition of humanism let us take 

this one of Father Charmot from his book L'Homanisme et 

L'Humain:

A realization in man, through the 
corporate radiance of Beauty, of the 
purposos that belong to the world and 
the purposes that are proper to man.
. . .  Christian humanism is a view of 
life where human personality can never 
be taken as the means of reaching a 
goal that is exclusively temporal. 2

It is not difficult to agree with Father Boon's comment on

this definition. He states that "such a description calls

1 Pick, Immortal Siamond. p. xxv.

2 Charmot, quoted by Father Ho on, America. Oct. 20. 
1945, p. 72. -----



to mind a nineteenth century priest and scholar, considered

by many the greatest religious poet since Milton to whom

\ , - 1
the title of humanist in this best sense belongs."

Father Noon lists three paradoxical points of view

involved in this Christian humanism:

1) an insistance on the primacy of the 
individual coupled with a deep collec
tive sense of the solidarity of human 
nature, of man with his fellow-man;

2} an intense love for the created uni
verse, in all its myriad actuations, an 
eager affirmation of nature's goodness 
coupled with a profound sense of the 
supernatural and the ultimate ordination 
of all things to God;

3) an insatiable interest in concrete 
reality, in the singularity and parti
cularity of contingent beings coupled 
with a driving impulse toward a unifi
cation of all things in God. 2

What could more accurately typify the sum of all 

three elements listed above under the heading of Christian 

humanism than the doctrine of the Mystical Body uniting 

all created being to Christ? ./hat could more ennoble 

the dignity of the individual and at the same time estab

lish his sense of collective solidarity with his fellow- 

man? ^hat could better bestow upon the created universe 

such worth and show its ultimate ordination to God? What

1 William f* tioon, "Hopkins; Christian Humanist", 
America. Vol.LXXIV, Bo. 3, October 20, 1946, 
UTew York: America Press), p. 73,

2 ib id ., p. 73 (She italics are my own,)



could more fittingly describe reality than the mystic 

union of all contingent being in God.

The dignity of human personality is ever affirmed 

In the poetry of Gerard Manley Hopkins iiho saw all men 

as sharers in that immortality purchased for us at the 

price of Christ’s death on the cross. ’’And in the very 

Constitutions of his Order, Hopkins was taught to place 

his affection in the Creator of all things, ‘loving Him in 

all creatures and them all in Him according to His most 

holy and divine H ill*’ " ^

It was Hopkins’ contention that "the only just 
g

critic is Christ.” His renunciation of success as an 

artist was unavoidable in his desire for moral justifica

tion and sanctity, For one who believes implicitly, as 

he did, in the heavenly Reward, all joy is an anticipation 

and all pain is a promise. In Hopkins’ own words life is 

described as the purchase of a prize. On the other hand, 

Hopkins was painfully aware of the inherent good in pub

lished works of art that strike the public favor. He 

surely felt the extreme beauty of his own unpublished 

poems. Yet there was no hint in him of personal ambition. 

On the contrary, his professional scruples were insurmoun

table, Bridges, knowing the sense of fulfillment which
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versity~Press, T949), p, 282.
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coses with publication, urged Hopkins to alio® a few 

friends to move on his behalf, but the Jesuit priest 

answered;

No, do not ask . . .  anything of the 
sort. If I were going to publish, 
and that soon such a mention would 
be the 'puff premilinary* which it 
would be dishonorable of me to allow 
of. ...When I say I do not mean to 
publish I speak the truth. I have 
taken and mean to take no step to do 
so beyond the attempt I made to print 
my two wrecks in the Month. 1

No one knew better than Hopkins that artistic crea

tion is not purely a private and personal act* As he 

demonstrated when he urged Bridges and Patmore to write 

more poetry for the glory of God, England, and the Empire, 

Hopkins realized that the making of a poem is also., in 

effect, a social act. It is the contribution made to the 

life of the whole organism of the Mystical Body by the 

poet according to the different gifts and the grace that 

is given him. In a letter to Canon Dixon, he writes:

It is not that I think a man is really 
less happy because he has missed the 
renown which was his due, but still 
when this happens it is an evil in It 
self , and a thing which ought not to 
be and that I deplore, for the good 
work's sake rather than the author vs . S

And so it is that Gerard Hopkins believed in the influence

for good that a good piece of writing could produce in the

1 ibid. » P. 282.

2 Hopkins, goers -nd Prose, p. 177.



artist’s fellow-men. If "Art has as its ultimate object

the playing of a priestly role, to sanctify nature, and

lead it baek to God, and if the Christian artist gives to

silent creation a voice and the wherewithal to satisfy its

1
deepest desire: praise", then Hopkins is the prime ex

ample of just such an artist. It is our contention that 

the whole world is sacramental, that natural beauty is a 

reflection of uncreated beauty, that it is the Christian 

artist's task to interpret reality,

Gerard Manley Hopkins, our poet of the Mystical Body 

and Christian humanist, loved the world and all creation 

in his love of Christ. To him, the Incarnation — God’s 

assumption of human form, and His immersion, concretely 

and really, into the actual realm of finite existence —  

was also the ultimate proof of the indwelling of the 

Divine in the natural*He heard the call of Christ in the 

beauty of the world, inviting man to his own redemption and 

salvation- He saw the beauty of all things steaming from 

the graces of Christ’s suffering and passion.

Suppose, God showed us in a vision the 
whole world enclosed first in a drop 
of water, allowing everything to be 
seen in its native colours; then the 
same in a drop of Christ’s blood, by 
which everything whatever was turned 
to scarlet, keeping nevertheless mounted 
in the scarlet its own colour too —  2
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This Vision of the whole world* allowed Hopkins to see a 

completely new significance in even the physical world. 

"Early in his religious life, Gerard Manley Hopkins under

stood that love of creatures is , by no means, a rival to 

one's love of God.” ^ He knew well that "to prepare nature

for the Divine art becomes the highest work that the

2
Christian humanist can do.**

This is not to say that an artist of Hopkins* cali

bre loved created beauty simply because he viewed it as a 

symbol of the Divine, The unique and peculiar beauty of 

individual flowers, trees, animals, was a fascination in 

itself to him whose aim in poetry was that pattern akin to 

melody in music and design in painting or what Hopkins was 

in the habit of calling ’inscape ’ .

The term 'inscape*,which is Hopkins* particular and 

individual way of expressing the selfhood of a thing work

ing itself out and expressing itself in design and pattern, 

is widely discussed. It is what he calls beauty. The 

two concepts, 'inscape* and 'iii^tresa*, lie close to the 

heart of Hopkins* view of reality and to the core of his 

poetic theory. Hopkins uses the term ?instress * to denote 

an impression of 'inscape'. 'Inscape' usually means design,
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shape, pattern,, configuration or contour of a thing and 

more infrequently —  the ontological inner form. It is 

the beauty of being whether physical or metaphysical. 

Hopkins himself spoke of this with clarity and precision: 

"It is certain that in nature outward beauty is the proof 

of inward beauty . . .  fineness, proportion of feature comes 

from a moulding force which succeeds in asserting itself 

over the resistence of cumbersome or restraining, m atter..."

1 Inscape * denotes an objective reality while 'Instress' 

seems to hold some notion of the subjective, the only 

means by which’inscape1 or the objective distinctiveness 

is conveyed to the perceiver.

Austin Warren defines inscape as:

. . .  any kind of formed or focussed view, 
any pattern discerned in the natural 
world . . .  an ’inscape* is not mechani
cally or inertly present, but requires 
personal action, attention, a seeing and 
seeing? into. 2

This personal action or attention must be the 'instress1.

Father A* M* Peters calls inscape the:

. . .  unified complex of those sensible 
qualities of the object of perception 
that strikes us as inseparably belong
ing to and most typical of it , so that 
through the knowledge of this unified 
complex of sense data we gain an in
sight into the individual essence of the 
object. 3
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Indeed this distinctive individuality of all objects of

perception is Hopkins' key poetic concept,

*Instress * has been analogously referred by most

critics to the creative process which is neither wholly

intellectual nor wholly sensitive. The theory that an

intuitive "first act" in which intelligence and the senses

simultaneously acting, grasp the Immediate reality of the

concrete, singular object can be traced to Seotist epistemo-

logy and is still very much alive today in such artistic

analyses as the works of Jacques Maritain. Although both

Scotus and St. Thomas agree with Aristotle in affirming

that all knowledge begins with sense knowledge,

...Scotus, unlike St* Thomas, contended 
that intellectual knowledge starts 
directly with the particular conc»ete 
thing and not with the universal, be
cause for Scotus She particular is 
'part o f’ the form. Buch a theory 
of knowledge is eminently suited to the 
experience of beauty as ?inscape‘ for 
if does not abstract the form from its 
concrete embodiment; rather by one act 
of mind and senses it apprehends the 
inner In the outer, the splendour of 
individuated form shining upon propor
tioned parts of matter. 1

It may seem a belaboring of the point to repeat that

Hopkins* poetic theories, his philosophic theories, and

his religious beliefs are intimately related. However, it

is not unreasonable to see in his great reverence for

variegated beauty a poetic and devotional song of praise

to his Creator:
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se

Whatever Is fickle, freckled (who knows how?)
With swift, slow; sweet, sour; adazzle, dim;

He fathers-forth whose beauty is past change:
Praise him. 1

It is equally justifiable surely, to point out that the

splendor which was lavished upon individualities, and

particularly man's self-hood, had some sources outside of

these distinct and limited entities. </ith all his avowed

limitations, Hopkins could exult in the knowledge that:

In a flash, at a trumpet crash,
I am all at once what Christ is , Bince he was

what I am, and 
This i§ack, 3oke, poor potsherd, patch, matchwood,

immortal diamond.
Is immortal diamond. 2

It is therefore not wrong to suppose that Hopkins1 

poetic expression of beauty is that of a man who, con

scious of his role as priest and representative of Christ, 

was nonetheless also aware of the obligations which his 

talents as a poet might impose. Here we have one member 

of that unified body —  Christ’s f4ystical Body, a member 

endowed with the power of the keys by reason of his ordina

tion to the priesthood and endowed by nature with a poetic 

insight capable of wonderful illumination. The conflict 

between the two offices was successfully but not easily 

resolved as has already been shown, in favor of his heavenly 

calling.

Some realization of the meaning affixed to the terms 

'inscape1 and 'instress* by Hopkins himself is necessary if

1 "Pied Beauty", p. 74.

2 . "That Hature is a Heraelitean Fire", p. 112.
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we are to grasp the nature of hia poetic experience and 

the quality of his poetry. Hopkins*own statement that — 

" . . .  design, pattern or what I an in the habit of calling 

•inscape' is what X above all aim at in poetry* Now it 

is the virtue of design, pattern or inscape to be dis

tinctive . . . "  1 and his declaration that " . . .  all the

world is full of inscape and chance left free to act falls

2
into order as well as purpose9n give us some hint of 

his meaning* In what is perhaps his earliest use of the 

term ’inscape’ , a college essay on Parmenides, he declares:

For the phenomenal world .* •  is the 
brink, limbus, lapping run-and-mingle 
of two principles which meet in the 
Bcape of everything —  probably Being 
under its modification of siding, of 
particular oneness of Being, and Hot- 
Being, under its siding of the kany.
The two may be called two degrees of 
siding in the scale of Being . . ,  the 
inscape will be the proportion of the 
mixture. 3

Slight mention has previously been made of the fact 

that in Duns Scotus, Gerard Manley Hopkins found philo

sophical clarifications of his own aesthetic position:

St, Thomas held that the form determines 
the species of a thing, while the matter 
determines its individuality within the 
species. For him the form determined the 
"whatness" of a being, while the matter 
determined the "thisness". Together they 
make up the individual thing. Thus the 
Thomistic "principium individuationis" is 
a spatially determinant matter, "materia 
signata". Ilow as frequently interpreted

1 Hopkins, Poems ana Prose, p* 125.

2 .Hopkins, "letters to Bridges” , auoted by Coogan, 
PMLA. p. 66

°  ^opkins, "notebooks” , quoted by Coogan, p. 68.
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St® Thomas would seem to sacrifice indivi
duality in favour of the specific.

Scotus, on the other hand, as Ettenne 
Gilson points out, almost destroys the 
unity of the species in order to safeguard 
the particularity of the individual, for he 
places the principle of individuation within 
the form itself. He distinguishes two things 
within the form, the universal nature common 
to all individuals of the same species, and 
the "haecceitas" or "thlsness", which he calls 
the "entitas singularis" and which constitutes 
the Individuality of the form.

Such a philosophical esp osition of the 
sharp singularity of inner form which necess
arily expresses Itself In unity with outward 
distinctiveness appealed to the artist who, in 
looking about him, saw beauty as "the splen
dour of form shining on the proportioned parts 
of matter" in a highly organised and patterned 
variety expressive of inner particularity.

In his poetry, Hopkins tried to capture and 
give a life of their own to, to inscape his 
experiences not only of the world of nature, 
the viorld of variegated and differentiated 
beauties, but also to his experiences of the 
world of men, each distinct and individual and 
proclaiming his own selfhood. 1

The similarity between Hopkins* distinctive poetic 

theory and Scotus* philosophic conceptions of individuations 

is all that need be pointed out here. It is Marjorie 

Ooogan’s idea that this connection solves much of the 

mystery concerning the ti?o terms. The Scotist definition 

haecceitas as the ultimate determination of the being, 

and "proper neither to matter alone nor to form alone, but 
g

to both," coincides harmoniously ?Jith that, "outward 

beauty . . .  proof of inward beauty" typical of Hopkins and

1 Pick, "Appendix - Duns Scotus and Hopkins” , Priest
& Poet, pp. 156-157.

2 Coogan, op. cit. , p. 70.



and the sublimation of the sensuous and the intellectual 

in his poems. Scotist philosophy, 'inscape', and 'instress', 

although looming large on the scene of Hopkins' poetry, 

cannot be dwelt upon in any detail within the confines of 

this paper. It is sufficient to note the close integration 

between them as foundation stones of his poetic ideals and 

the further harmony which exists between poetic ideals and 

personal Ideals In Hopkins.

His is a life grounded In the joy of Christmas, 

the sorrowful contemplation of Good Friday and the glorious 

hope of Saster. The basic truths of his faith, (the unity 

and trinity of God, the Incarnation, and the Bedemption) 

are the substance of his inspiration in his role of poet as 

well as priest. But the one concept which most fully and 

characteristically epitomizes the bulk of his poetry is 

the Mystical Body, that unity of creation and creator in 

the Incarnate Word, that union of man with his fellovj-men 

as members of one body, under Christ, their head and the 

vivifying influence of the Holy Spirit, their corporate 

soul.

Indeed here are to be found the promptings which 

allowed Hopkins to discover so magnificently the "dearest 

freshness” that he found "deep down things".
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V

HIS PA2TKBH —  CHBIST

Life all laced in the other’s ,
Love-laced I 1

Most of the varied orchestration achieved in the
p

poetry of Hopkins encompasses only a few themes and images. 

Each of his poems is essentially related to his vocation, 

to his education and to his philosophy of life . All of 

these in the final analysis are made one whole by integra

tion into the mystery of Christ.

Hopkins is one of the most vivid examples of a poet 

who foond himself in Christ* The principle, "I live now 

not I but Christ liveth in me," comes alive once more and 

manifests itself to os through the pages of the poetry 

written by Gerard Hopkins after he discovered himself and 

the world in his discovery of Christ.

The end result of the growth of this one soul from 

the bonds of that puritanism which Megr. Knox describes 

somewhere as "the Englishman’s exeuse for asceticism” , to

the truth contained in the destiny of men to love one an-

3
other as Christ has loved us, is a small collection of 

exquisite poems. Although the subject matter of these 

poems ranges from Kingfishers to a Bugler’s first communion,

1 "Brothers” , p. 92.

2 Supra, p. 9.

3 Thomas Merton, Ho Man is an Island, (liew York: 
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1U55'), p. 12#



the central theme is the same for all —• Christ, the 

Whole Christ. The unity of the Three in One and the 

subsequent attachment of Christ to members of His mysti

cal Body is the one motif of Hopkins* work to which all 

other themes and images can be subordinated.

lest the above assertion (which is the whole thesis 

upon which the foregoing remarks have been hinged) Beene 

to be made without basis in fact, this chapter will be 

devoted to a brief recital of definite passages from the 

poetry with an attempt to explain th ir relation to the 

doctrine of Mystical Body.

As kingfishers catch fire, dragonflies 
draw flame;

As tumbled over rim in roundy wells
Stones ring; like each tucked Btring tells, 

each hung bell's
Bow swung finds tongue to fling out broad 

its name;
Each mortal thing does one thing and 

the same:
Deals out that being indoors each one dwells;
Selves —  goes itself; myself it speaks and 

spells.
Crying What I do is me: for that I came.

I say more: the just man justices;
Keeps grace: that keeps all his goings graces;
Acts in God's eye what in God's eye he is —
Christ — for Christ plays in ten thousand 

places,
Lovely in limbs, and lovely in eyes not his
To the Father through the features of men’s 

faces. 1

This entire poem is quoted to illustrate the truth
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of McLuhan's remark concerning the close knit character 

of Hopkins’ sensibility and the intensity of his percep

tion. It is also a fairly typical example of what is 

meant by the points already stressed in the body of this 

paper —  unity of all men in Christ and the revelation of 

the supernatural through the natural* The inecape or 

essential individuality of each bit of creation mentioned

—  dragonflies, stones, or men — "deals out that being 

indoors each one dwells; selves — goes itself; . crying 

'What I do is me: for that I came.1’

Hopkins, by his rare poetic sensibility and his per

sonal perfection in the Society of Jesus, came to under

stand that "all things will be what they were meant to be. 

They will rise, together with us, in Christ. The beasts and 

the trees will one day share with us a new creation and we

will see them as God sees them and know that they are very
2

good.” Here is evidence in poetic form of the divine 

promise upon which the truly Christian asceticism of Hop

kins was suspended. Here too, can be found evidence of his 

unique power to capture the aesthetic qualities of God’s 

beautiful creation.

His attempt to make poetry a living and vital expression
3

of the genius of the English language and his efforts to 

create distinctive modes of expression to capture more fully

1 Supra, p. 9.

2 Merton, op. cit*, p. 19.

3 Supra, p. 24.
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the varied and vibrant aspects of nature and man, led 

Hopkins to experiment and innovate, "Kingfishers catch 

f ir e .1' "Stones ring." :'£ach hung bell*3 bow swung find^sj 

tongue to fling out broad its name." In his poems, acti

vity and energy cooperate with imagination and fancy in 

the interplay of verb and metaphor. The poet delves deep 

into the depths of a healthy vernacular to discover words 

to match the freshness and individuality which he wishes 

to describe. Possessed by a desire to communicate the 

wonder he sees in a world "charged with the grandeur of 

God",1 Hopkins searches and sifts until he finds the right 

word or phrase to identify that wonder and grandeur.

By the time he wrote the above lines referring to 

Christ, "lovely In limbs, and lovely in eyes not h is", 

Hopkins had learned that to love anything purely and to 

know reality one must be true to the things loved, to him- 

self and to God. The poem in this sense is almost a 

summary of the poet's ideals and aspirations — the truths 

he lived by. It is an expression of the social of the 

social implications contained in the doctrine of the Mys

tical Body. A just man by his life of grace "act in God's 

eye what in God's eye he is — Christ" and therefore en

riches the life of all men who are also members of Christ, 

l/hat any good man does is done for his fellow-men and v*ith
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them and by them in fulfillment of the redemption begun 

by the Incarnate Son of God and carried on "to the Father 

through the features of £BuehJ men*s faces". Therefore 

Just as Christ is fulfilled in us through the Mystical 

Body, which is termed the i/hole Christ, bo also does each 

individual member of creation find fulfillment in Christ 

and finds too his own true selfhood or what Hopkins called 

*inscap©*«

Those who tend to stress the Christian 
collectivity so much that they make it 
a kind of totalitarian state of the spirit 
obscure the great truth of Christian per
sonalism which is absolutely fundamental . 
in our idea of the Mystical Body of Christ.

This fundamental truth did not escape Gerard Hopkins

who was particularly attracted by the variety, individuality,

and uniqueness present in all forms of beauty. His poetry

is «mple proof that this is true:

Glory be to God for dappled things —
For skies of couple-colour as a brinded cow;
For rose-moles all in stipple upon trout 

that swim;
Fresh-firecoal chestnut-falls; finches* wings; 
Landscape plotted and pieced - fold, fallow,

and plough; 2
And all trades, their gear and tackle and trim.'"

He knew that every individual personality and each unique 

portion of creation finds its ovm special fulfillment in 

the Mystical Body, according to the qualities which contri

bute to its "haecceitas", or the individuating factor.

In the same manner as "Kingfishers", this selection
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Is representative too of Hopkins' success with metaphor 

and verb to express action, color, and exact effects. The 

economy of his poetic language provides for nothing except 

necessary terms, usually without the aid of cumbersome 

connectives, "Bose-moles all in stipple upon trout that 

swim; fresh-firecoal chestnut-falls; finches' wings;" — 

each phrase is telescoped so completely and compactly that 

it suggests strongly the effect produced by the pied beauty 

in nature of which he speaks. It is communicated not in 

formulated prose statement but in a poetry patterned after 

the quality described —  design in variety, unity in diver

sity, one "landscape plotted and pieced — fold, fallow, 

and plough".

In his sonnet. The Lantern Out of Doors. Hopkins

writes of men iihom death or distance has consumed. Each

of them having contributed "rich beams" of their ov?n

personality to the world, Hopkins ponders the question
1

whether or not "out of sight, is out of mind". Describ

ing his fellowmen according to their individual and unique 

worth and beauty.

Men go by me whom either beauty bright 0
In mould or mind or what not else makes rare

Hopkins answers the problem posed by describing this diverse

group as:
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Christ minds; Christ's interests, what 
to avow or amend 

There, eyes them, heart wants, care haunts, 
foot follovis kind,

Their ransom, their rescue, and first, fast,
Inst friend. 1

In the many he found the One, in diversity he found his

pattern —  Christ. How could the significance of the

Mystical Body in the life of individual men be more

beautifully or more accurately described?
t

Hopkins expresses the same idea, this time of him

self , in the poem That Mature is a Eeraclitean Fire, de

claring: "I am all at once what Christ is , since he was

2
what I am". The expression of the union of Christ and

creation is definitely a dominating factor in the poetry

of Cerard Hanley Hopkins, The Soldier is another example

of his meditation upon this idea:

Mark Christ our King. He knows ward, 
served this soldiering through;

He of all o n  reeve a rope best. There 
he bides in bliss 

low, and seeing somewhere some man do 
all that man can do,

For love he leans forth, needs his neck 
must fall on, kiss.

And cry *0 Christ-done deed! So God-made- 
flesh does too:

Were I come o'er again* cries Christ 
*it would be this*. 3

A perusal of these poems makes one aware that Hopkins 

was nearly always consistent in maintaining a level of dic

tion at the same time both unique and forcefully poetic.
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"0 Christ-done deed! So God-made flesh does too,” and

"beauty bright in mould or mind . . .  Christ minds, Christ's

interests . . .  first, fast, last friend” express in bold

terras, strengthened by skillful use of alliteration and

assonance (note the last phrase quoted) the truth he tells.

Perhaps Hopkins slips occasionally from poetic excellence

in his effort to maintain his various concepts of poetry

and truth —

This pride of prime's enjoyment 
Take as for tool, not toy meant ^
And hold at Christ's employment.

but this example is not at all typical of his poetic style.

The central theme of The Wreck of the Deutschland has 

been described by one critic as ”the mastery of God over 

mankind: His action to assert that mastery and bring all 

men to an acknowledgement of It —  all through the grace 

of Jesus Christ.” 2 In other words, the poem is a medi

tation on the grace of God as It is made available to men 

through the merits of Christ and by means of His Mystical 

Body, the Church.

Sister, a sister calling ,,
A master, her master and mine*. —

"Her master and mine"; Hopkins refers again to the union

of men mastered by Christ.

Hopkins surpasses his o\m efforts time after time
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in describing this theological concept of the Mystical 

Body with all the precision \ihich is its due and at the 

same time the inspirational excellence of form that causes 

the doctrine to emerge as pure poetry. It isould be im

possible to quote here all the references from Hopkins* 

poetry implicitly and explicitly concerned ^ith Christ’s 

Mystical Body. î Ven the most superficial reading of his 

poems reveals the striking dominance of the Christ theme. 

The brotherhood of men under the fatherhood of God and 

the corporate unity of all men in Christ through the life 

of the Holy Ghost — this is the striking truth which 

leaps from the heart of the poems. Over and over the idea 

is expressed truly, accurately, but in new and startling 

form, as seen by glancing upon these randan samples:

Christ lived in Margaret Clitheroe.1

Hope holds to Christ the mind’s ovm mirror out 
To take his lovely likeness more and more, 2

And do serve God to serve to
Just such slips of soldiery Christ's royal ration.

’ * * * 3
Heaim both Christ is heir to and there reigns.

Their magnifying of each its kind 
With delight calls to mind 

How she did in her stored 
Magnify the Lord* 4
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It is unnecessary to recite a longer list of such

references from the poetry of Gerard Manley Hopkins to

point out their connection with the Mystical Body for

there is direct or indirect evidence of this doctrine in

everything he writes* If a better description of the

Mystical Body can be found than the one cited on page

48 from The Lantern Out of Doors it is probably this:

Of her flesh he took flesh:
He does take fresh and fresh.
Though ouch the mystery how.
Hot flesh but spirit now 
And makes, 0 marvellous!
Hew Hazareths in us,
V/here she shall yet conceive 
Him, morning, noon, and eve;
Kew Bethlems, and he born 
There, evening, noon, and morn —
Bethlem or Ilaaareth,
Men here may draw like breath 
More Christ and baffle death;
Who, born so, canes to be 
Hew self and nobler me 
In each one and each one 
More makes, when all is done.
Both God*s and Mary’s Son. 1

Here, then, is our climax and Hopkins* most beautiful and

characteristically descriptive utterance of the event which

is renewed in the body of everyone who is on the way to

2
the fulfillment of his destiny. In delicately woven lines 

of extended metaphor, the poet paints a picture of the 

Mystical Body, a re-incarnation of the Incarnation. To

1 "The Blessed Virgin compared to the Air we Breathe” , 
p. 101.

2 Cf. page 42, (the destiny of men is to love one 
another as Christ has loved us*)



appreciate fully the worth of the poetic art which is 

distinctively Hopkins’ own, yet rooted in literary tradi

tions, the reader should study the poems* Individually, 

carefully, and their particular aspects, i .e . sprung 

rhythm, running rhythm, counter-point, the paeonic foot, 

from the point of view of technical excellence, k single 

poem, like the one last quoted, provides a rich field for 

study in itself.

* * * * * * * * *

It has not been the purpose of this paper to attempt 

an analysis of the poems in any detail* But it should b© 

made clear that it is only because these tools of the trade 

were skillfully used by Hopkins, and because he was able 

to perfect the mode of expression which he devised, that 

his thoughts and wonderments in verse form deserve the name 

of poetry.

Sometimes described as a modern Milton, Hopkins stood 

apart from his age, Tennyson was a master of the poetic 

art form. Browning, although more profound than Tennyson 

was perhaps less gifted as a poet. Both were contemporaries 

of Hopkins, Ihea these three Victorian gentlemen asaume 

their final resting place in the ranks of literary greats, 

it will probably be Hopkins who emerges as the giant of 

them all, Eis best poetry surpasses the genius that possessed
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Tennyson and the profundity of his ideas, expressed in 

sueh poetry, goes beyond the area explored by Browning, 

ascending to the supernatural realm clearly and assuredly.

His poetry, the refined product of a resolution of 

the conflict between beauty and duty, is apt testimony of 

the balance between artistic gift and ascetic desire which 

he achieved. Imbued as he was with the eternal truths upon 

which he lived, the poems, such vital expressions of being, 

could not do other than reflect the Jesuit priest-poet, a 

member of the body of Christ and brother to all men in 

Christ. The realisation of the supernatural unity of man

kind and of creation in the God-man was the most influential 

single factor in his life and survives today in the volume 

of priceless poems which is our legacy.
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